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Very nice and relaxing game. I just wish online multiplayer worked for this game. I really do love it's gameplay.
Just gotta wait patiently till Acceleration of Suguri 2 comes out.
The dialog is great too. NoName is the best.. N\u0130CE STORY. Never wanted a refund so bad. I'll have to read reviews more
often.. You got this from preordering. 19 Puzzles, one goal. Enlightenment.

15 hours was the time it took for me to complete the 19 puzzles in this nice relaxing game. The same overused track became
boring after a point, but this promises a 100% completion rate if you take the time to do a puzzle a day. It has teh graphics of a
puzzle game and teh gameplay of a puzzle board game. Steam achievements and badge supporting as one would imagine.

The pricetag is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. Only get if you have a coupon and \/ or a sale. Asking price is
a joke.. it is the very best of games 10\/10 would open pandora's box 7 more times. Lots of seafaring fun with all of it's parts.
Like a lot of games it can be exasperating at times especially when your maxed out fleet loses to a wimpy faction. Not a whole
lot of differences no matter what level you play at except on Easy you don't have to worry that a port won't buy your cargo or
that your homeport won't like any of their cargo.

There are 2 methods of combat. You can control all your ships in a high resolution graphic war or use Autoresolve that
determines the winner. At first I used the graphic option but found that controling 5 warships was a problem, especially since
more often than not your surrounded by islands that will rip ships apart and the ships are not capable of sharp turns. The enemy
of course is on the seaward side of the islands. Additionally your ships will not fire near as often as the enemy. If you put all the
ships on auto except the flagship they will run right into an island and sink.

The skill your Captains receive for destroying enemy ships are pretty much useless. They can still be womped by a wimpy
enemy and they will sooner or later.

The Galleon is a bit over rated in the game. It is a slow clumbersome ship more suited for cargo but the game lists it as a war
ship. Back in those days a Scooner captained by an experienced captain could defeat one. The trick was to sail around behind
them and hit them from behind. Another trick was to watch for the flash of the Galleon's cannon. Unlike shells of today it took
a while for the cannon balls to reach you. You knew that the Galleon would be leading his target so a quick turn to the port or
starboard would cause a miss. You didn't want to get hit by them even once!

When the Frigate came out most nations switched to it because it was faster and more manuverable that a Galleon.

Enuf of the history lesson, lol. It's a fun game if you like strategy sea wars.. Ok, as in my other reviews for such sims you need
to ask yourself the question:

Why do you want to fly such an old simulation?

- You are flying a F-16 with the avionics of an "A" model (characteristic is the radar\/electro-optical display and the stores
control panel) and additionally via seperate addons the F\/A-18 Hornet and the MiG-29 Fulcrum.

- Participation in a serious and big training course. Lot's of Red Flag preset and theoretical training missions (Defensive BFM,
Head on BMF, Offensive BFM, Lessons from the manual etc.) and you can create and edit your own missions.

- Pete Bonnani's fantastic video lessons called "The Art of the Kill" are included. Learn how a dogfight is done properly, learn
maneuvers, learn to manage your energy (altitude for speed, speed for maneuvering), apply all this in the training missions at the
Red Flag menue.

- Record your flight's, analyze and evaluate them in the ACMI.

- Relive one of the first (if not THE first) effective padlock features in a simulation.

- Plan or edit missions, add another flight to perform a CAP over your target area or fly as the CAP and let your AI colleagues
do the dirty job.
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- Pilot's have different skill levels, changing over time in one of many campaigns (Israel, Kuwait, Bosnia etc.)

- Does work with modern peripherals. I tried it with my TM HOTAS Cougar + ECS Rudder and with my TM 16000M.
DOSBox needs to be configured properly and the function to be tested. Watch out for the Swap34 = true (or false) and timed =
false. Example: It's important to set the joystick = 4axis (for 3D Joysticks).

The truth is, that you could go for Falcon 4.0, install BMS 4.33 and go for the real and modern F-16 simulator, which simulates
various "C" models. Or you just want to relive, refly it and just be happy with the big content which this simulation is providing
and really spend some time in it.

I tell you, the atmosphere in most older sims are really worth it. You use the assets which were state of the art over 20 years ago.
You enter the 90's world, the 90's known war-topics (short after the end of the cold war) at the time (no terrorists, no F-22's or
other fancy technologies). If low-res graphics can't shock you, go for it. You will be dragged into the complete 90's world of
Falcon 3.0 Gold.

If you liked Falcon (3.0) Gold, try:
Digital Intergration - Tornado & Operation Desert Storm (PA-200 Tornado)
Microprose - Fleet Defender Gold (F-14B Tomcat)
Microprose - Strike Eagle III (F-15E Strike Eagle)
Microprose - Falcon 4.0 + BMS 4.33 Mod by one of the greatest communities (F-16C Fighting Falcon)

If you want to test your knowledge regarding energy management, have no missiles, no doppler radars, guns only:
Rowan's MiG Alley (F-86 Sabre F-80 Shooting Star, F-84 Thunderjet, F-86 Sabre, F-51D Mustang, MiG-15 & bis Fagot)

Remember, older games do work within DOSBox, still it is recommended to aquire some skills in configuring your DOSBox
and test various configs. You got lots of options. If your joystick doesn't work as intended, you got some lines to change to get it
to work. If you have questions, just ask.

Streaming and conserving old simulators as well as other military pc titles on known plattforms. Please visit, follow and enjoy!

___\/ Twitch \\___
__\/\/ Twitter \\\\__
http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/channel\/UCtoN73hHYN0oTlqknOwxIUw
(EDIT: The URL code couldn't be formatted properly with the Youtube link)

I'm also a curator in steam, trying to provide guidance to make good buys while also trying to prevent bad calls.. This Is the first
review I have written for a game, mostly becase this game NEEDS more attention. First of all, if you remember any of those old
tank flash games that you could play local, (Which I did back in middle school) you will be in for a pleasant suprise. this game
takes the Idea of those old tank games and manages to give them an exciting twist. With beautiful, backdrops, levels, Etc.
smooth-as-butter controls, and in game level modifications ranging from terrifying to hilarious, this game is worth the money
for an amazing time with your friends.
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i liked this game. its amazing, its cheap, it's random, and i love it. Barely found this game last night and all I can say is that this
game feels great. Story doesn't feel generic and has enough variety to keep me wanting to replay. Each of the schools provide
different ways to play whether it'd be aggressive or defensive. The variety of enemies are mainly just recolors but much like the
characters you play as they derive from different schools meaning they will fight in different ways whether it'd be poke game or
just full on attack. The controls feel somewhat smooth yet with a bit of delay being when I try to block after an attack but that
seems normal. I respect the devs for wanting to endorse couch coop because even though we are in the digital age, it is always
nice and refreshing to just sit with your buddy or family and go ham on a game. This game has a lot of potential and I hope the
devs continue with their work!. BRRAAAAIIIINNNNNSSS!!!!. Just 4 move keys and 2 action keys for everything. Still really
neat.
Nice gameplay, visuals and music!. This game is awesome and I can not wait for the next one.
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